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Dropout Detective is a software solution that integrates with your
LMS and identifies the students that are most at risk of dropping out
of or failing courses. We review students’ performance and behavior
on a nightly basis across ALL courses in which they are enrolled and
we calculate a single Risk Index Score for each student. (Just like a
credit score.) Dropout Detective makes it easy for schools to quickly
identify students that need the most immediate support.

We also make it easy to use
LMS data to help students. We
list all classes & grades on one
screen and provide dashboards
for guidance counselors and
for teachers. And much more!

Your School’s Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides a “Daily Report Card” that lists all courses & grades for each student – on one
screen.
With the proper permissions, the Daily Report Card can be visible to any school user.
Gives you the power to assign students to advisors, sports coaches or guidance
counselors for personalized dashboards. Senior leaders can view multiple dashboards.
Great for determining eligibility for sports.
Offers the ability to type in “Notes” – a conversation log where school personnel can
document and review discussions they’ve had with students.
Ability to place a student on “alert,” which kicks off automated workflow.

Find out why dozens of school districts – large and small – added Dropout Detective to their
student support toolkit in the past year.
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Other Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analyzes key performance indicators like grades, participation in discussions,
assignment submissions, missing assignments and other behaviors.
Automatically identifies at-risk students.
Presents rolling 30-day and 30-week histories of a student’s risk profile.
Links back to the LMS for easy access to detailed information.
Lists communication channels entered by the student – cell numbers, email addresses,
Twitter screen names and Facebook addresses make it easy to reach the student.
Supports automated text & email messaging based on risk profile.
Implements within days and is an affordable way to retain & support students.
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